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T

his week I lead a
group of high school
students from Long
Beach on a tidepool field
trip. Unlike the young
ones that I usually deal
with, my experience with
teens is that they tend
to be quieter, less likely
to answer questions
(even if they know the
answer), and sometimes
Sea Stars
even downright dour.
(Echinodermata)
Peter Bryant, January 2014
I tried wowing them
with tidepool jeopardy,
and “dope” dead organisms in jars (according to the Urban
Dictionary, dope means cool in today’s lingo) and although I
bet inside many of them were thinking how captivating this
stuff really was (I mean I have a baby octopus in a vial, c’mon,
that’s cool…I mean dope), but on the outside, they were pretty
tight lipped. But then, we walked through the tunnel to the
beach and along the sand to the tidepools and after watching
a few crashing waves and feeling the sand between their toes
these kids were visibly hooked. As we explored the tidepools
I took the group to a spot where I had seen an ochre sea star a
few weeks ago. While searching for the one, we actually found
not two, not three, but four ochre sea stars. Sea stars started
disappearing back in the summer of 2013 and even though
we seem to find one or two every now and again, todays sea
star population doesn’t come close to the quantity we used

to spot, and so seeing
four was like winning a
jackpot!
The lack of these iconic
intertidal organisms,
that used to be so
abundant (one time
Alex counted 98
ochre sea stars in the
tidepools in nearby
Crescent Bay) remains
a mystery. Similar dieoffs occurred in the
1970s, 80s, and 90s, but
never at this magnitude and over such a wide geographic area.
And after this last die-off, unlike after previous crashes, the
population of ochre sea stars has not resurged here at Crystal
Cove nor anywhere that I am aware of. The question is…why
not? Researchers believe that remnants of the virus known as
Sea Star Wasting Syndrome (SSWS), the culprit responsible for
causing this entire population decline, is still actively flowing
in the ocean and combined with warming ocean waters due
to climate change the sea stars may never come back. Warm
water contains less oxygen and lower oxygen levels in sea
water make it difficult for animals like sea stars to circulate
oxygen across their body surface. If the oxygen levels in
the surrounding ocean are too low, sea stars cannot obtain
enough and will suffocate. The catch 22 is that if the stars are
able to retreat to deeper, cooler waters they may become
infected with the virus. Such a gloomy forecast warrants
some hope, so I will add that according to Dr. Peter Bryant
who wrote earlier this year, “In spite of the long-term decline
of sea stars, there are some signs that the local population of
Pisaster ochraceus may be recovering. Although we have not
yet found any in Newport Beach (0 on 6 Jan. 2021 at Corona
del Mar State Beach), we have found them at Shaw’s Cove in
Laguna Beach (starting 10/31/2020; counted 22 on 11 Dec.
2020) and at Crescent Bay South in Laguna Beach (counted 9
on 14 Dec. 2020), as well as 2 at Crystal Cove State Park (1 on
25 Dec. 2020, 1 on 31 Dec. 2020 at Reef Point). Here’s a 2022
toast to the global revival of these once common treasures of
the sea.
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Although the sea star population doesn’t
are complex;
appear to be recovering,
warmer and drier
another celebrated
summers—like
species, the
2021—can be a
western
temporary boon to
monarch
some butterfly species
butterfly,
(Forister et al., 2021; Forister et
surprisingly,
al., 2018). Cooler fall temperatures
has been on the rise. I
are also thought to induce
personally noted seeing individual
reproductive diapause and migration
Western Monarch Butterfly
monarchs flying around the park and
in
monarchs, with the fall of 2021 being
(Danaus plexippus plexippus)
in my neighborhood and was somewhat
more typical conditions compared to
perplexed knowing that their population had
last year’s warmer temperatures. With only one
plummeted precipitously. So, in October when
year of a population increase, it is impossible to say whether
Alex reported that a strawberry tree near her home in Laguna
this is the population clawing its way back from the brink
Beach was teeming with monarchs, I practically raced over to
or a blip in the continuation of the migration’s decline. We
catch a glimpse. And there they were, in regal glory, flitting,
won’t know this until we have more years with either more or
resting, and feeding. According to the Xerces Society, “last
fewer monarchs.” And so, let’s celebrate an excellent year for
year the Western Monarch Thanksgiving Count reported an
monarch populations and although researchers may not know
all-time low of less than 2,000 butterflies; this was preceded
exactly why migratory western monarch butterflies are doing a
by two years of previously unprecedented lows of less than
little better this year, let’s hope that the trajectory will continue
30,000 butterflies” and so the increase in sightings of monarch
upwards. Click to read the article in full.
butterflies throughout their range has left butterfly lovers
cautiously euphoric. Even so, it’s hard to get too excited
A few weeks ago
since these numbers are a stark comparison to the millions of
my husband and
monarchs that overwintered in California in the 1980s, and the
I visited the Los
hundreds of thousands of monarchs that hung out in forested
Angles Natural
groves from the late 1990s to 2017. In “The Bounciness of
History Museum
Butterflies” the authors report, “It is entirely plausible that
(LANHM), one
migratory monarchs had good weather and good luck across
of my favorite
their breeding habitat in the West this year and bounced
Pacific
childhood
Football Fish
up to a larger size than expected. While climate changehaunts. Our
((Himantolophus
sagamius)
driven severe drought is associated with declines in butterfly
main objective
abundance and diversity in the West overall, the effects
was to see the
special exhibit of the Crystal Cove State Park Pacific footballfish
that caused such a stir across the world (seriously) back in
early May. The frenzy was justified as this rare species of
anglerfish lives in the deep, dark ocean, as deep as 3,000
feet, and very few had ever been observed or studied. Our
specimen was a female football fish, which are far more
intriguing than the males as they grow about ten times larger
and have “bucklers“ or round, bony plates with cactus-like
spines protecting their soft, squishy body. From the California
Academy of Sciences, “The males of some anglerfish species,
including the football fish, have evolved into “sexual parasites.”
Using well-developed olfactory organs, they find and fuse
themselves to females, eventually losing their eyes, internal
organs, and everything else but the testes. The male becomes
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a permanent appendage that draws nutrition from its female
host and serves as an easily accessible source of sperm.”
LANHM nicknamed the female CCSP fish “SpinyBabycakes”
and after sharing this marvelous creature with the ogling
public has moved it into a permanent tank in the Department
of Ichthyology for further study. To read more about this
specimen and to get an inside look at the traditional Japanese
art form of gyotaku (fish rubbing or printing) and the print that
artist Dwight Hwang created for this rare specimen, click here.
And, if you want a model of your very own anglerfish check
out the ocean line from CollectA which has created a doll for
their new collection. Kind of a weird Christmas present, but I
guess Finding Nemo inspired an interest in these mysterious
creatures.
California Sea Lions have been washing ashore malnourished
and dehydrated in Orange County. Just last week one of our
maintenance aides found a scared and visibly ill sea lion hiding
by the door of the Historic District Visitor Center. Lifeguards
were called and
stayed with the
pup until Pacific
Marine Mammal
Center arrived
and rescued the
frightened animal.
At present,
the Center is
rehabilitating
California Sea Lion
12 California
(Zalophus californianus)
Miguel Aldana
Sea Lions, eight
which have
been rescued in December alone. The CCSP pup, nicknamed
Totoaba, is a male, weighs 33 pounds, and was diagnosed as
malnourished, dehydrated, and with an abscess on his flippers.
Alex wrote an Instagram post, “Here at Crystal Cove State
Park, we deeply value the commitment of the Pacific Marine
Mammal Center to rehabilitate marine mammals that become
stranded on our shores. Thank you for all that you do to help
our wildlife!” Let’s hope that the sea lion stranding will not
continue, but from PMMC: If you see a sick or injured marine
mammal on our beaches, please DO NOT PUSH THEM BACK.
These animals are very sick if they beach themselves and

are in need of immediate medical attention. Call our rescue
team at 949-494-3050 for Orange County. And, to keep up to
date on the park and read all Alex’s posts which include MPA
Mondays and Trash
Talk Tuesdays by
clicking here.
After 36 summers
of distinguished
service to
the people of
California, the
Department,
Peace Officer Eric Dymmel
and the Orange
Coast District, our
intrepid Sector Superintendent, Peace Officer Eric Dymmel
has gone “10-7” or “out of service” or has made his “final call.”
Many years ago I was teaching my son Alex the characteristics
of mammals, one of them being all mammals have hair or fur.
Alex was probably about six years old at the time and must
have just met Eric and so, he listened intently and then replied,
“but Mom, how can Eric be a mammal if he has no hair.” Out
of the mouths of babes . The clean-shaven Eric has had an
illustrious career and I am honored and privileged to have
worked with him.
As the year draws to an end, it is hard not to look back on 2021
as a year filled with pandemic trauma, but also a return to
some degree of normalcy. Personally, both my boys are home
for the holidays which fills my heart with bursting joy and
with the coming year I have high hopes for good health, an
end to Covid and all the variants, and a rosy future for Earth’s
bountiful creatures.
As author Marianne Williamson wrote:

Nature is infinitely creative. It is always
producing the possibility of new beginnings.
See you in the Park!
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